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BACK TO THE
FUTURE
Parametric design: Disruptive? Evolutionary? Or both?
By Dr. Hossein Rezai – Web Structures and Milan Research Lab
With Robert Bamford – Future Design Studio within Web Structures

MODERN PARAMETRICS

Dr. Rezai's July 1988 report

Whilst rummaging through my attic, I came across a paper I wrote over 30 years
ago as a post-doctorate research fellow in London. Two things caught my attention.
One was the date of the report, July 1988, which reminded me that perhaps, just
perhaps!, I am getting old (at least to some people). The other, the title of the paper,
"A Parametric Study on the Internal Fracture Pull-Out Test to determine In-Situ
Concrete Strength" made me think that the launch of our Future Design Studio
within Web Structures may not be as evolutionary (or disruptive!) as I had first
thought. This might simply be an evolutionary transition.

Parametric design is not new. As designers, we have been parametrising (both consciously and
subconsciously) to seek innovative concepts and creative solutions to stretch the envelope of possibilities.
Indeed, parametric design may simply be the applied science of human curiosity –i.e. testing and tweaking
parameters to develop more optimal systems. However, the evolutionary model of parametrics (which I
have been observing in the past 30 years) has been blown apart by the evolutionary modern tools which we
now collaborate with. Previously unthinkable horizons have been crossed and dream-like possibilities have
been realised, all in the "evolutionary" blink of an eye.

Beyond Surface - Sonobe Installation, London

THE "ECONOMY" IN
MATERIAL USAGE AND
THE "GENEROSITY" IN
FORM CAN BE BORROWED
STRAIGHT FROM THE
PLAYBOOK OF THE
OLDEST AND MOST
MASTERFUL OF ALL
BUILDERS.
NATURE ITSELF.

FUTURE PARAMETRICS
Researchers, academics and other professionals such as Web Structures’ "Future Design Studio" are
constantly developing new parametric tools and improving existing ones to enable the exploration of ideas
at the edge of our cognitive ambitions. We are now empowered to test the most extreme ideas which, until
recently, our psyches might have subconsciously suppressed considering them impossible to
realize. Furthermore, these new parametric collaborators are daring us to think beyond our current cognitive
horizons.
The open-platform nature of these tools further enables established design disciplines such as architecture,
engineering, and sustainability. This already allows to carry out super-early-stage combined parametric
studies with holistically conceived geometry. At some point in the future, we envisage that buildings will be
"generated" from optimisation algorithms by using a comprehensive set of weighted design parameters.
Some (and clearly not all) of these design parameters could be aesthetics, size, efficiency, cost, speed of
construction, aerodynamics, structural building performance, heat gain, daylighting, code and authority
requirements. This range of new possibilities, together with the rapid advancement of additive
manufacturing, will eventually generate its own design typology whereby material can be minimised
through the freedom of form. The "economy" in material usage and the "generosity" in form can be borrowed
straight from the playbook of the oldest and most masterful of all builders - i.e. nature itself. A bespoke and
exciting built environment awaits us all and in particular, those of us who wish to shape it.

Topological Typology

THE FUTURE IS NOW
Most of these futuristic tools and ideas are now being developed and explored. So far, we have found that the
solutions they present have already challenged our preconceived notions of effective structures. Counterintuitively, we now know that inclined columns are more efficient than their vertical cousins and that geometric
optimisation is independent of scale. Curves are more efficient than straight lines and bespoke is cheaper than
modular. Paradigms will continue to shift and progress will further accelerate. I can only wonder what will be
achieved in the next 30 years, but there can be no doubt that the developing field of computational design will
be intrinsic to the way in which the built environment is shaped to deliver innovative and efficient forms by
solving the challenges of their day. The future is now.

